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MONETARY POLICY AND THE
ECONOMIC OUTLOOK

Wednesday, April 17, 2002

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

WASHINGTON, D.C.

The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in Room 2118,
Rayburn House Office Building, the Honorable Jim Saxton, Chairman of
the Committee, presiding.

Present: Representatives Saxton, Smith, Dunn, Putnam; Senators
Reed, Corzine, Crapo, and Bennett.

Also Present: Representative Sherwood.
Staff Present: Chris Frenze, Bob Keleher, Colleen J. Healy, Darryl

Evans, Brian Higginbotham, Patricia Ruggles, and Matthew Salomon.

OPENING STATEMENT OF
REPRESENTATIVE JIM SAXTON, CHAIRMAN

Representative Saxton. Good morning. I am pleased to welcome
Chairman Greenspan to testify before the Joint Economic Committee
(JEC) this morning. We appreciate your appearance here today, Mr.
Chairman, to discuss the monetary policy and the improved economic
situation that has emerged in recent months.

The economy appears to be recovering from the slowdown that began
in the middle of 2000 and turned into to a mild recession in March of
2001. The September I Ith terrorist attacks inflicted further economic
damage. Nevertheless, in the last quarter of 2001, real GDP increased 1.7
percent, with personal consumption spending surging at a 6.1 percent
rate.

In addition, manufacturing output has stabilized and appears to be
expanding. Home sales have held up well, and large payroll employment
declines have subsided. The liquidation of inventories last year has
established the basis for inventory rebuilding later in 2002. Another
positive aspect of the current outlook is that good productivity growth has
been sustained through the business cycle and appears likely in the
future. Economic forecasts generally anticipate a strengthening of
economic growth during 2002. Leading market price indicators show no
significant threat of inflation in the pipeline.

The recovery has begun, but there are potential weaknesses and
vulnerabilities that could affect the depth, breadth and sustainability of
the economic rebound. As the Federal Reserve has pointed out, the
declines in business profits and investments were important factors in the
recession, and these remain problematic. Despite improvement in fourth
quarter GDP, investment spending fell sharply. Business and household
debt levels are relatively high by historic standards and could restrain
growth. In addition, the weakness in the economics of some of our
international trading partners limits overseas markets for U.S. production.
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Meanwhile, costs imposed by terrorism, the instability in the Middle East
and the increase in oil prices provide other potential impediments to
faster U.S. growth.

Unfortunately, there are a number of major risks to U.S. economic
recovery. Given these risks, the current stance of the Federal Reserve
monetary policy seems quite appropriate. The Federal Reserve wisely
has shown restraint in not tightening monetary policy as the economic
rebound consolidates. With little threat of inflation, there has been no
reason for tightening of monetary policy by the Federal Reserve.

Mr. Chairman, before we turn the floor over to you, let me just say
that unfortunately there are votes, apparently, scheduled in the Senate,
and so our brethren in the Senate are not here yet. We expect them to
arrive at the conclusion of their votes. And, in addition, the Members of
the House are scattered here and there, and they will be along as well.

I would also just like to ask unanimous consent that Congressman
Sherwood, who is not a member of this panel, be invited and permitted
to sit at the desk.

Mr. Chairman, thank you again for being with us. We always
appreciate your appearance here before the Joint Economic Committee,
and of course today is no exception. The floor is yours, sir. We are
ready to hear your testimony.
[The prepared statement of Representative Saxton appears in the
Submissions for the Record on page 25.]

OPENING STATEMENT OF ALAN GREENSPAN,
CHAIRMAN, BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

Mr. Greenspan. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. As always,
I appreciate the opportunity to appear here to discuss the current state of
the economy. This morning, I am speaking for myself and not necessarily
for the Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC). I am also excerpting
from a rather extended prepared testimony and request that the full text
be included for the record.

Representative Saxton. Without objection.
Mr. Greenspan. Mr. Chairman, as we noted in our statement

following the Federal Open Market Committee meeting in March, "The
economy, bolstered by a marked swing in inventory investment, is
expanding at a significant pace. Nonetheless, the degree of strengthening
in final demand over coming quarters, an essential element in sustained
economic expansion, is still uncertain." Mr. Chairman, little, if anything,
has happened since the FOMC meeting to alter that assessment.

This morning I would like to elaborate on some of the forces that are
likely to shape activity in the months ahead.

A number of crosscurrents are likely to influence household spending
this year. Through much of last year's slowdown, housing and
consumption spending held up well and proved to be a major stabilizing
force. But because there was little retrenchment during the cyclical
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downturn, the potential for a significant acceleration in activity in the
household sector is likely to be more limited than in past business cycles.

One important source of support to household spending late last year,
energy prices, will likely be less favorable in the months ahead. With the
rise in the world price of crude oil since the middle of January, higher
energy costs are again sapping the purchasing power of households. To
the extent that the increase in energy prices is limited in dimension, with
prices not materially exceeding the trading range of recent weeks, the
negative effects on spending in the aggregate should prove to be small.
However, a price hike that drove oil prices well above existing levels for
an appreciable period of time would likely have more far-reaching
consequences.

Another factor likely to dampen the growth of consumer spending in
the period ahead, at least to somc extent, is the change in overall
household financial positions. Over the past two years, household wealth
relative to income has dropped from a peak multiple of about 6.3 at the
end of 1999 to around 5.3 currently. About nine-tenths of the decline in
the personal savings rate from 1995 to 1999 can be attributed to the rise
in the ratio of wealth to income. And the subsequent decline in that ratio
is doubtless restraining the growth of consumption.

Much of the movement in household net worth in recent years has
been driven by changes on the asset side of the household balance sheet,
but household liabilities have generally moved higher as well.
Accordingly, the aggregate household debt service burden, defined as the
ratio of a household's required debt payments to their disposable personal
income, rose considerably in recent years, returning last year to close to
its previous cyclical peak of the mid- 1 980s, where it has remained.

Neither wealth nor the burden of debt is distributed evenly across
households. For example, increased debt burdens appear dis-
proportionately attributable to higher-income households.

Although high-income households should not experience much strain
in meeting their debt service obligations, others might. Indeed,
repayment difficulties have already increased, particularly in the
subprime markets for consumer loans and mortgages. Delinquency rates
may worsen as a result of the strains on household finances over the past
two years. Large erosions, however, do not seem likely, and the overall
level of debt and repayment delinquencies do not as of now appear to
pose a major impediment to a moderate expansion of consumer spending
going forward.

Although the macroeconomic effects of debt burdens may be limited,
we have already observed significant spending restraint among the top
fifth of income earners, who accounted for around 44 percent of total
after-tax household income last year, presumably owing to the drop in
equity prices, on net, over the past two years. The effect of the stock
market on other household spending has been less evident.

Perhaps most central to the outlook for consumer spending will be
developments in the labor market, which has improved some in recent
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months. The pace of layoffs quickened last fall, especially after
September 1 1, and the unemployment rate rose sharply. But layoffs have
diminished noticeably in 2002, and payrolls grew again in March. In
typical cyclical fashion, the unemployment rate has lagged the pickup in
demand somewhat, but it has remained between 5-1/2 and 5-3/4 percent
of late after rising rapidly in 2001.

Over the longer haul, incomes and spending are driven most
importantly by the behavior of labor productivity, and here the most
recent readings have been very encouraging. Output per hour continued
to grow last year. Indeed it rose at an annual rate of 5-1/2 percent in the
fourth quarter of last year and appears to have posted another sharp'
advance in the first quarter. No doubt some of the recent acceleration
reflects normal statistical noise. More fundamentally, however, some of
this pickup probably occurred because businesses have remained cautious
about boosting labor input in response to this surprising strength of
demand in recent months. But the magnitude of the gains in productivity
over the past year provides further evidence of improvement in the
underlying pace of structural labor productivity.

In housing markets, low mortgage interest rates and favorable
weather have provided considerable support to home building in recent
months. Moreover, attractive mortgage rates have bolstered the sales of
existing sales homes and the extraction of capital gains embedded in
home equity that those sales engender. Low rates have also encouraged
households to take on larger mortgages when refinancing their homes.

The ongoing strength in the housing market has raised concerns
about the possible emergence of a bubble in home prices. However, the
analogy often made to the building and busting of a stock price bubble is
imperfect. First, unlike in the stock markets, sales in the real estate
market incur substantial transaction costs, and when most homes are sold,
the seller must physically move out. Doing so often entails significant
financial and emotional costs and is an obvious impediment to
stimulating a bubble through speculative trading in homes. Thus, while
stock market turnover is more than 100 percent annually, the turnover of
home ownership is less than 10 percent annually, scarcely tinder for
speculative conflagration.

Second, arbitrage opportunities are much more limited in housing
markets than in securities markets. A home in Portland, Oregon, is not
a close substitute for a home in Portland, Maine. And the national
housing market is better understood as a collection of small local housing
markets. Even if a bubble were to develop in a local market, it would not
necessarily have implications for the nation as a whole.

These factors do not mean that bubbles cannot develop in housing
markets and that home prices cannot decline. Indeed, home prices fell
significantly in several parts of the country in the early 1990s. But
because the turnover of homes is so much smaller than that of stocks, and
because the underlying demand for living space tends to be revised very
gradually, the speed and magnitude of price rises and declines observed
in markets for securities are more difficult to create in markets for homes.
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Technological advances contributing to the gains in productivity that
we have achieved over the past year should provide support not only to
the household sector, but also to the business sector through a recovery
in corporate profits and capital investment.

The retrenchment in capital spending over the past year and a half
was central to the sharp slowing in overall activity. These cutbacks in
capital spending interacted with and were reinforced by falling profits
and equity prices. Indeed, a striking feature of the current cyclical
episode relative to many earlier ones has been the virtual absence of
pricing power across much of American business as increasing
globalization and deregulation have enhanced competition.

Part of the reduction in pricing power observed in this cycle should
be reversed as firming demand enables businesses to take back large price
discounts. Though such an adjustment would tend to elevate price levels,
underlying inflationary cost pressures should remain contained. A lack
of pressures in labor markets and increases in productivity are holding
labor costs in check, resulting in rising profit margins even with inflation
remaining low.

To be sure, over time, the current accommodative stance of monetary
policy is not likely to be consistent with maintaining price stability. But
prospects for low inflation and inflation expectations in the period ahead
mean that the Fedcral Reserve should have ample opportunity to adjust
policy to keep inflation pressures contained once sustained, solid,
economic expansion is in view.

Improved margins over time and more assured prospects for rising
final demand would likely be accompanied by a decline in risk premiums
from their current elevated levels toward a more normal range. With real
rates of return on high-tech equipment still attractive, the lowering of risk
premiums should be an additional spur to new investment.

Recent evidence suggests that a recovery in at least some forms of
high-tech investment is under way. But the pickup this year in overall
spending on business fixed investment is likely to be gradual.

The U.S. economy has displayed a remarkable resilience over the
past six months in the face of some very significant adverse shocks. But
the strength of the economic expansion that is under way remains to be
clarified. Some of the forces that have weighed heavily on the economy
over the past year or so have begun to dissipate, but other factors, such
as the sharp increase in world oil prices, have arisen that pose new
challenges. As a result, the course of final demand will need to be
monitored closely.

Still there can be little doubt that prospects have brightened.
Spending in the household sector has held up well, and some signs of
improvement are evident in business profits and investment. Fiscal
policy continues to provide stimulus to aggregate demand, and monetary
policy is currently accommodative. With the growth of productivity well
maintained, and inflation pressures largely absent, the foundation for
economic expansion has been laid.
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Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I look forward to your
questions.
[The prepared statement of Chairman Greenspan appears in the
Submissions for the Record on page 28.]

Representative Saxton. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much for the
very articulate statement that we have come to expect when you visit with
us. We appreciate it very much.

It seems to me, Mr. Chairman, that in recent months there have been
many signs that the economic recession that began last March has ended.
For example, in the fourth quarter of 2001, growth was positive. The
manufacturing sector seems to have bottomed out, and large payroll
employment declines seemed to have subsided. So looking at those
factors, it would seem to me that the future looks bright.

At the same time, you mentioned in your statement that there are
continuing problems or potential problems looming on the horizon, and
some that are already with us. You talked about the accumulation of
debt. The consumption rebound that took place in the last quarter of last
year was quite remarkable, and we are glad that it happened, but it takes
away some of the consumption rebound potential for the current period
and perhaps for the period ahead.

The investment rebound has not occurred as strongly as we could
have hoped. Energy prices continue to be a worry. International
sluggishness in some of our trading partners, particularly Japan and
Central and South America, is evident, and the costs associated with
terrorism continue to be - and will continue to be - a drag on the
economy.

So my question is: How do we balance the good with the potential
negative factors that we have all talked about here in the last month or
so?

Mr. Greenspan. Mr. Chairman, this is a very important question,
because one aspect of the dilemma that you raise is the remarkable and
unusual divergence between the economic outlook as evaluated by
economists on the one hand, and a significant part of the business
community on the other. As you know, the latter are showing far less
optimism about what is apparently going on than those of us who are
evaluating the gross domestic product, the larger aspect of the economy.
And what we are observing obviously is that retail sales and consumption
generally are holding up, home building is up, and we are seeing a very
significant swing from inventory liquidations ultimately to either some
degree of small accumulation or at least inventory balance.

What this does is it creates a really quite different view of the
economy depending on where you are looking at it from. We add up the
so-called net consolidated production of the economy, which is
essentially what the gross domestic product is. But, from the business
point of view, what they see is a low level of sales, because remember,
a goodly part of consumption is coming out of inventory, and a
significant decline in profit margins and virtually no pricing power. So,
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from that point of view, the lower end of the economy if you want to put
it that way, where the business sector largely is functioning, you are
getting a continued degree of weakness.

Obviously you cannot have this process going on indefinitely. Either
we are going to get a significant increase in production, in profits, in
capital investment, which is what our forecast is and what the data, as far
as we can judge, seem to portend, or we are going to get real slippage, in
which case production will not move materially, nor will profits or
investment.

This is an issue which will be resolved within the next two to four
months. The odds are very strongly in favor of it being resolved in
continued economic growth, resumption of profitability, and capital
investment, but clearly there are concerns out there, and there are risks,
and you mentioned a few of them, and I think quite correctly.

Representative Saxton. Mr. Chairman, in your statement you
referred to monetary policy, and in the same context of that, you said that
monetary policy might--be adjusted when sustained solid economic
expansion is in view.

You have said here that we have laid the basis or the foundation for
economic growth, but you haven't said that sustained solid economic
expansion is in view. Is that correct?

Mr. Greenspan. It is not sufficiently in view to be comfortable with
the outlook. As I indicated in the testimony before the Senate and the
House a month ago, what we are aware of is a very strong recovery
currently under way as a consequence of the dramatic reduction in the
degree of inventory liquidation.

But the crucial issue which I repeat in my testimony today is whether
so-called final demand, which has been growing very modestly, continues
to grow and indeed accelerates before the very strong impetus coming
from the swing, -in inventories dissipates. We are nowhere near a
judgment of that as yet. I mean, we haven't yet gotten to the point in the
cycle where we know exactly how that is resolving.

But my impression is that as the quarters go on, things will become
obviously very clear in retrospect. Hopefully we will be able to get a
reasonably good judgment of what is happening sufficiently in advance.
But as I also pointed out in the sentence to which you refer, we are very
fortunate in that there is literally no evidence of inflationary pressures
building, and that means that the urgency of responding to economic
events is less than it would be were we dealing with that other possibility.

Representative Saxton. You anticipated my next question in your
response on your statement on inflation. So let me move to one other
subject that I feel is very interesting, and then we will go to Mr. Reed.

One of the most positive aspects of economic growth over the last
period of time, over the last five years, is based on strong productivity
performance, and this was something that I hadn't fully understood, and
maybe still don't. But this productivity trend was rooted in earlier
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technological innovation and investments, in people, equipment, as well
as improved production methods.

The Fed's recent monetary policy report to Congress noted, and I
quote, that productivity was impressive. Does it appear that strong
productivity growth in recent years has been carried through the business
cycle? Do we still see strong productivity, and does this strong
productivity performance increase the ability of the economy to continue
to grow without inflation?

Mr. Greenspan. It does, Mr. Chairman. One aspect of an
evaluation of the effect of the dramatic changes in technology that
occurred in application in the second half of the 1 990s was the fact that
numbers clearly showed growth in output per hour far exceeding those
that we had experienced generally in the previous quarter century. And
the question that we had was how much of that was merely a cyclical
phenomenon, because productivity is pro-cyclical. We wouldn't know
until we ran into some cyclical downturn. We have done that, and, if
anything, the results are far more impressive than we would have
expected.

As I indicated in my prepared remarks, I think some of the numbers
we are looking at are statistical noise, meaning it is just the fact that these
are very difficult numbers to measure. But even extracting from that,
even making all of the adjustments that you want, it is an extraordinary
performance, which I must say bodes well for the longer-term outlook of
this economy.

Representative Saxton. Well, thank you. That certainly sounds like
good news, and we look forward to watching this factor as we move
forward.

Mr. Greenspan. I just wanted to say, Ijust don't believe that we can
continue to get the numbers published for the fourth quarter and that will
be published for the first quarter indefinitely. The world does not work
that well.

Representative Saxton. Yes, sir. Thank you very much.
Mr. Reed, we are glad your votes have subsided for the moment, and

the floor is yours.
Senator Reed. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and thank you

for calling this hearing. I have a statement which I would like included
in the record, with your permission.

Representative Saxton. Without objection.
[The prepared statement of Senator Reed appears in the Submissions for
the Record on page 26.]

Senator Reed. Thank you for your testimony and for your
colleagues' very adroit use of monetary policy over the last several
months to keep us moving forward.

Let me begin with the question. A year ago, Mr. Chairman, you
worried that we might be in danger of paying down the national debt too
quickly. You suggested we might have to find ways to reduce the
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surplus, and many people took this as an endorsement to the President's
tax cut. Do you still have that concern?

Mr. Greenspan. No. If you may recall, Senator, the concern I had
stemmed from the Congressional Budget Office's (CBO) long-term
projection of the current services budget, which exhibited a pattern of
growing surpluses, which would imply that by 2006, the Federal
Government would have to start to accumulate private or state and local
assets because it could no longer run down the debt, in other words, no
longer employ the surplus as debt repayment. In fact, the number that
they showed was, as I recall, a half a trillion dollars annual surplus.

I had indicated that I thought that accumulation of private assets by
the Federal Government was a very undesirable economic policy for a lot
of reasons. If I held that position, which I still do, and we are looking at
the data that they published, then the question was, how did you get the
half-a-trillion-dollar surplus down to zero to prevent the accumulation of
assets? And the answer is no matter how you do it, it would be an
extraordinary expansion of fiscal policy. It would be a huge stimulus,
which may be wholly inappropriate for that particular time.

So I argued that either expenditures ought to be increased, or taxes
ought to be cut. I preferred tax cuts, and indeed the bills before the
Congress at the time - either the President's or congressional bills, both
were adequate to solve the problem of eliminating the surplus by the
mid-decade, and indeed we got a significant tax cut, and the problem was
solved. So I am no longer concerned about it.

Senator Reed. Might this significant tax cut cause other problems?
As you noted, the previous projections were for over $5 trillion of surplus
over 10 years, and now these projections have dropped to about 1.7
trillion in less than a year, over just about a year. That is a $4 trillion
reduction. And, in fact, the President's recent budgetary proposal would
further reduce this projected surplus to less than $500 billion. But are we
in danger of running into some of the same problems that we have seen
before, which is we run deficits, we put pressure on interest rates, we get
back into the fiscal difficulties we had in the 1980s and the 1990s,
particularly since now so much of the - of what we must spend money on
is not avoidable, the war on terrorism and other major programs?

Mr. Greenspan. No. I think that we have to be very careful about
going back into deficit spending, which is very easy to do, and the reason
largely, obviously, is that the evidence does indicate that if you start to
run substantial deficits, you will begin to move long-term interest rates,
and the effect of that on the economy is clearly not favorable.

My judgment is that we have got to come up with a much longer-term
focus on fiscal policy. As you know, we have the very major
demographic shift that occurs at the end of the decade, and I think what
we have to do is decide where we want to be in the year, say, 2013 or
somewhere in that area, with respect to the level of debt, the policies of
both the unified budget, and also what I would call the accrued budget,
which includes the contingent liabilities of the Federal Government, and
then, in a sense, having decided where it is sustainable over the longer
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run given our demographic changes, work back toward what type of path
would be desirable to have in fiscal policy. And my judgment is that it
is very unlikely that a very large protracted deficit for the rest of this
decade would be where one would want to come out.

Senator Reed. Mr. Chairman, we have seen over the last several
weeks and months some encouraging signs about the economy, but one
area of continuing concern is the unemployment numbers, which are still
hovering around 5.6 to 5.8 percent. There is a possibility that as other
factors in the economy improve, we could be in a situation where
unemployment lingers at those levels. And are you concerned about a
jobless recovery, one in which other indexes will show progress, but
unemployment will remain at high levels?

Mr. Greenspan. I am not, Senator. I think that what we have
observed currently is a significant recovery underway in the context of
very strong gains in output per hour. And the data show not only a rise
in output, but a decline in total hours and a decline in employment, which
is even more, because as you probably are aware, overtime has gone up,
and the average weekly hours have gone up. So what we are observing
at this particular stage is the consequence of the economy recovering in
the context of very strong productivity growth, which is very favorable.

But what we also were able to observe in the latter part of the 1 990s
was that this very productive growth enabled the unemployment rate to
be driven down quite significantly without any inflationary implications.
And if that pattern is still there, it essentially says that that is likely what
will happen eventually in the future.

So I am not concerned about chronically elevated levels of
unemployment. I think that as this recovery takes hold, those levels will
come down, as indeed they did during the latter part of the 1 990s.

Senator Reed. Thank you.
One final question, if I may, Mr. Chairman. You argue very

eloquently for a longer-term perspective which will take into
consideration not just the combined consolidated budget, but our
contingent responsibilities, particularly with an aging population. In that
context, calls to make the present tax cuts permanent would seem to me
to complicate further the resolution of these contingent liabilities
particularly.

What is your feeling about making permanent the current temporary
or least transitory tax cuts?

Mr. Greenspan. Well, Senator, I can't talk about the politics of this,
because clearly the issue from an economic point of view is somewhat
different. I don't know of any economist who does long-term forecasting
and presumes that the tax cuts will fall off the cliff at the end of the
period in which they are statutorily in place.

So my own impression is that the markets assumed that these tax cuts
are permanent. In other words, the legal question is a political issue. I
don't think it is an economic issue, because I don't know of anyone that
seriously believes that the world works the way the legislation stipulated.
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Senator Reed. But, if you believe that, that leaves us with, I would
suspect, an even greater deficit potential in the future.

Mr. Greenspan. Yes. That is correct-
Senator Reed. Which further complicates the tough problems that

we have right now.
Mr. Greenspan. I would agree with that. I think that were I doing

a forecast for the long-term unified and, as I call it, accrued budget, I
would not make the presumption that the Congress at that particular point
is going to act to rescind those taxes in the way the statute now stipulates.

Senator Reed. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Representative Saxton. We are going to go to Mr. Smith.
Before we do, if I may just follow up. Senator Reed, I think

appropriately, raised the question of deficit and surplus. But isn't the
economic slowdown a major reason for the shift in the 2002 fiscal
situation?

Mr. Greenspan. It certainly is, Mr. Chairman.
Representative Saxton. Thank you.
Mr. Smith.
Representative Smith. Mr. Chairman, thank you for holding this

hearing.
And, Chairman Greenspan, thank you for being willing to testify.
My first question is about the Patent and Trademark Office, in

particular the amount of time required to have a patent approved when
requested by businesses today. The average time, as I understand it, is
about two years, and the length of time required for patents is expected
to increase rather than diminish. It seems to me that this is a real
disadvantage to high-tech companies who often produce a product
quickly, develop it quickly, and often the product has a short shelf life.

I wanted to ask you if you felt that the lcngth of time required to have
a patent approved is a disadvantage to high-tech companies in particular,
and harmful to the economy in general?

Mr. Greenspan. Yes, Congressman, I think you are raising a very
important question. But it goes beyond patents. It goes into the
regulatory pattern - put it this way: It goes into the whole structure of the
interface of how government regulates a wide variety of areas, including
the time it takes to do a lot of things.

Since it is evident that one aspect of the economy that has emerged
in the last six or seven years is a very quickened pace of response as
information technology has created a tremendous amount of real-time
information systems, all adjustments are happening far more quickly,
including the life cycle of a particular innovation, which is the issue that
you are raising.

And I am fearful that the tendency to just apply the same old time
lags in everything we do is contrary to the new economy, if one wants to
use that term, which I hesitate to use, but it is useful in this context.
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Representative Smith. Would your comments also apply to
depreciation schedules for technology products like computers?

Mr. Greenspan. I don't think so, because I think those are indeed
being adjusted to the proper periodicity and the degree of obsolescence.
That is handled automatically, or it should be. Obviously to the extent
that there are delays in IRS certification of various different types of
programs, clearly that would be an issue, but I am not aware that that is
a problem.

Representative Smith. Specifically in regard to the depreciation
schedule, for instance, for a computer is now five years. It seems to me,
given what you have just said about technology, that that is a little too
long. We all know that computers are usually out of date within a year
or two, and I wanted to ask you as well if you think that those
depreciation schedules should be adjusted?

Mr. Greenspan. I really can't say, because I do know that there is
a continuous reevaluation of so-called economic life, which is what you
are raising, versus let's say IRS or even FASB issues with respect to the
depreciation charges.

I think everyone is aware that this issue is out there, and it is being
addressed. I don't think that is where a major problem is. I am more
concerned about the issues you raise with respect to patents and the long
time that it takes, for example, to get new pharmacological innovations
through FDA as well.

I mean, these are very tough issues because clearly you don't want to
run through a patent evaluation and find that there is truly patent
infringement involved. And it takes time to make a judgment as to
whether the patent is an innovation, a true one, and obviously it takes
time to examine new drugs. So I am not arguing that we should push it
merely for the sake of pushing, but I think we ought to be aware of the
fact that that process is negative to innovation.

Representative Smith. Thank you.
Chairman Greenspan, one last question. You refer in your testimony

to the technological advances contributing to the gains in productivity.
One of the most astounding figures I have read recently is that, I think,
two-thirds of our economy's increase in productivity gains since 1995 are
attributed to information technology, and I wanted to ask you if you think
those contributions to the economy by the information technology sector
will continue, and if they are as important in the future as they have been
in the past.

Mr. Greenspan. Well, it is difficult to make ajudgment of what part
of the increase in measured output per hour, which we do reasonably well
even with all of the statistical noise that is involved in the process, is
attributable specifically to information technology per se. We can make
reasonable judgments as to what part is attributable to aggregate capital
investment input, labor input and what we call overall multifactor
productivity, which is a measure of the conceptual improvements that
have existed.
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But most people are coming out close to the number which you
suggested with respect to information technology, and as best we can
judge, the overall networking effect and all of the various other aspects
which relate to information technology and the broader computer
technologies which are associated with it have only partially been
exploited. Indeed, as I indicate in my prepared remarks, when you go out
and survey purchasing managers, or indeed, corporate executives more
generally, you will find that they all perceive that there is a very
significant amount of as yet unexploited profits in investments in
information technology and in other high-tech areas as well.

So there is no evidence of which I am aware which suggests that this
big surge in technology which really starts, as far as applications are
concerned, in let's say 1994, 1995, is petering out. Indeed, the
productivity numbers which we observed for the last six months are very
strongly supportive of the notion that there is a lot out there yet to mine.

Representative Smith. Thank you, Chairman Greenspan.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Representative Saxton. This subject of productivity I find very

fascinating, because it seems to me that as we increase workers'
productivity, it would tend to have the effect of taking pressure off
increased labor costs, which would have the effect, in turn, of taking
pressure - taking away certain inflationary pressures. And so this seems
to me to be a very important factor in what we have seen over the last
decade or two.

Mr. Greenspan. I agree with that, Mr. Chairman.
Representative Saxton. Senator Corzine.
Senator Corzine. Thank you, Chairman Saxton, and I appreciate

your holding this hearing. It is always great to get the insights of the
Chairman of the Federal Reserve, who has done such an outstanding job
in his tenure.

I would like to maybe go back over some of the ground that Senator
Reed brought up with a little different angle. There is certainly a political
debate about whether we should make permanent the tax cut; as a matter
of fact, very strong arguments from the economic side of the House and
the administration and others that the current recovery is being hindered
because of the sunsetting of the legislation.

I take it from your response to Senator Reed you probably would not
believe that anyone is really factoring in that those tax cuts wouldn't be
made permanent?

Mr. Greenspan. Let me take a step back.
Every analysis of a corporate investment, as you know, endeavors to

project out cash flows into the future off the investment, and part of that
analysis is the tax rate you apply. My impression at this particular stage
is that most people presume that the tax cut is permanent and that the tax
rates will remain as they are postulated in current law.

81-062 02 - 2
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If you rescind them, the implication for that project is that the cash
flow rate of return, as you know, would go down, so that the argument
really gets down to whether companies making investments have
effectively assumed that these tax cuts will be permanent or not. If they
assumed that they will be permanent and they turn out not to be, then
clearly that would be a negative effect.

Senator Corzine. But at least at the moment it is not your
assumption in how you are looking at the economy that people are-

Mr. Greenspan. My general impression is that most business
investment going forward is making the judgment that those tax cuts are
indeed permanent.

Senator Corzine. Okay.
Let me also reiterate if that is, in fact, the case, those tax cuts are

permanent, have you or your staff done analyses of what the cost of that
tax cut would be in the second 10 years after 2011, and does that really
drive at the question of fiscal policy in the context of this long-running
demographic challenge that we have as a society?

Mr. Greenspan. Senator, we have not. The only longer-term
projections we make are in the Social Security area for purposes of trying
to get some sense of what the contingent liabilities are, and, therefore,
what the contingent debt obligation of the Federal Government is. I don't
think that we go much beyond the next two or three years ourselves. So
we rely to a very substantial extent on estimates by CBO and the Office
of Management and Budget (OMB) on the grounds that those are very
difficult calculations, as you know as well as I, and they have much
greater insight into the detail and, I hope, better models than we. So we
tend to use their data as a base from which we function.

Senator Corzine. I believe that the estimates that I have seen from
those models are an additional $4 trillion of revenue decline in the second
decade after 2011. And it is a concern on how our fiscal path will be as
we approach that and the demographic bubble at the same time with
regard to both Medicare and Social Security.

I presume I am reading that you are concerned about that coming
together of similar issues?

Mr. Greenspan. I am, Senator.
Senator Corzine. Thank you.
Representative Saxton. Senator, thank you very much.
Mr. Chairman, couldn't increased uncertainty about future tax policy

undermine economic and business decisions that might produce and have
a result of producing a drag on the economy?

Mr. Greenspan. Well, Mr. Chairman, I think that tax policy is a
crucial aspect of what the longer term is all about, and I have always
argued that we probably would do better with lower corporate tax rates
as a general rule. And I have argued that the capital gains tax rate has not
been a particularly productive vehicle for raising revenue because these
are both charges against capital accumulation, which is such a crucial
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aspect of the gains in productivity and economic growth, which we have
just been talking about. So it is a very complex subject, as you know far
better than 1, having been dealing with it up here for many years.

I have nothing really much to add to the discussion.
Representative Saxton. Thank you very much.
Ms. Dunn.
Representative Dunn. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Welcome, Mr. Chairman.
I wanted to continue that discussion about tax relief just with a

couple of questions. You suggested that most economists and the
business community are banking on the tax relief being a permanent
change, which pleases me. I like to hear that because I think that adds
momentum to our effort-

Mr. Greenspan. Congresswoman, I should say that is my
impression. I have never done an actual study. I have spoken to a lot of
people, and that is my general expectation.

Representative Dunn. I am-happy to hear that.
There are some areas, though, that if unless we make them permanent

very quickly, I think will result in no behavioral change.
-I bring to your mind the death tax repeal; that if it is not made

permanent, I don't see why anybody would have any incentive to change
behavior, how they spend money on estate planners.and life insurance to
provide for an unpredictable event.

What is your thought on what we ought to be doing here with regard
to permanency? Ought we to be doing this earlier? Or maybe you can
get Senator Corzine's vote now that you have spoken here. But what is
your thought on how this should move?

Mr. Greenspan. Well, whatever you do, Congresswoman, I think
it has to be clear where the longer-term tax structure in this area.is. You
cannot do estate planning, as you point out, unless you have a judgment
as to what these numbers are. And wherever the Congress comes out, I
think it is far more important that it come out clearly and unequivocally
and not have an issue pending - an issue which would create a degree of
uncertainty, which would make estate planning very difficult to
implement.

Representative Dunn. Yes. Thank you.
Are you an advocate or do you believe in the idea of the tax relief

providing a bridge during recessionary times for typical folks at home?
Mr. Greenspan. I am sorry, I didn't quite get that.
Representative Dunn. Larry Lindsey has talked in terms of tax

relief providing a bridge for people to get through a time of recession;
they will havc more dollars in their pockets because of tax relief. Are
you a believer in that theory?

Mr. Greenspan. Well, he is basically raising the issue of using tax
policy as a fiscal policy, which is standard economic procedure. It goes
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back many generations. And the issue of countercyclical fiscal policy in
many respects had the tax lever as a crucial element in that.

Representative Dunn. And you do believe that?
Mr. Greenspan. Yes, I do.
Representative Dunn. Okay. We have a big problem with

unemployment in the Pacific Northwest. Oregon and Washington, for
example, continually lag two or three percent behind what is happening
in the rest of the nation, and many of the jobs that have been lost - and
you will recall the layoffs that are occurring right now, 30,000 layoffs in
the Boeing Company alone from their commercial line.

Now that businesses are slowing the pace of the inventory
liquidation, do you think that this signals that companies will begin
making products again, and, therefore, begin to hire workers back?

Mr. Greenspan. Well, I certainly think that as the expansion takes
hold, the answer is very clearly yes. With respect to essentially Boeing
and Airbus, the two major players in the world for new commercial
aircraft deliveries, the sharp fall-off in demand for airline travel,
especially business travel, as you know, is still creating problems for
airlines, and Boeing's schedules are reflecting that.

And indeed I would suspect that until we see a restoration of airline
travel for business and a reestablishment of profitability in the airlines,
it is going to be quite a significant restraint on capital investment for new
equipment, and indeed I make the point in my prepared remarks. So it is
quite conceivable that the pattern of airline revenue and new orders for
equipment will take a somewhat different path overall because that is a
special case very significantly impacted by the events of September the
1 I th and thereafter, whereas the rest of the economy is in somewhat of
a different mode with respect to the issue of terrorism and concerns about
it.

So, over the longer run, there is no doubt in my mind, as I answered
earlier, that the unemployment rates will be coming down in general, and
the one thing one can say about the American economy is that it is really
far more a single economy than it has been at any time in my recollection.
I should put it this way: There are not the significant geographic
differences that we used to experience three, four and five decades ago.

Very recently, we are finding that when we survey all of the various
different industries, and the various regions of the country, it is
remarkable. Throughout, say, 2001, they behaved very much in sync
with one another. You would almost replicate the discussions in one area
with another, and that is still true to this day. And with the recovery
coming back, we are seeing very much the same phenomenon. Everyone
is moving together.

So I should think that while there will be differences owing to
industrial differences, and the Northwest is clearly a case, over the longer
run that is unlikely.

Representative Dunn. Thank you.
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Representative Saxton. Thank you very much, Ms. Dunn. Thank
you for emphasizing the importance of the need to provide clarity with
respect to the inheritance tax. I think that is an extremely important
point.

Mr. Sherwood.
Representative Sherwood. Thank you, Chairman Saxton.
Chairman Greenspan, it is always great to hear you. Thank you for

coming.
As I listened this morning, if I understand, I think you told us that

retail sales are holding up well, and home building is remarkably strong.
But the key to the economy is productivity growth, the key that makes us
being able to have a good economy without inflation, and as we hear so
much about less manufacturing and more-service industry in the
economy, when we think of productivity,.we think of productivity in
manufacturing. But obviously you must mean productivity in other
sectors as well. Could you chat a little bit about that for us'?

Mr. Greenspan. Productivity obviously has. been strongest in the
manufacturing area. Our data indicate that nonrmanufacturing, the whole
other area, is also showing significant increases, and there is even the
possibility that the gap between. manufacturing on the one hand and

.services- and trade and. other areas on . the other may be more a
measurement issue.than we realized.

In other words, it is very much more difficult to get the value added,
*which is the numerator of output per hour, in services than it is to have
a physical good where you can see what is happening. And our price data
are clearly suboptimal in making those types of calculations.

But the numbers that I have been citing are the overall productivity.
In fact, the general numbers that most people use are nonfarm business
sector productivity, which is a third manufacturing and about two-thirds
nonmanufacturing.

Representative Sherwood. The other issue, you said that
unemployment will come down, and I know that there have been - a great
deal of the growth and the strength in our economy has been the fact that
we had workers available, including noncitizen workers. And after
September I I with us being much more careful at our borders and people
having the proper identification for all of the right reasons, is this liable
to be a damper on the economy? Do you see that coming?

Mr. Greenspan. Congressman, it is a very difficult issue, because
clearly securing our borders is a crucial aspect in the war on terrorism.
Nonetheless, we are dealing with the fact that a third of the increase in
our labor force is coming from immigrants, and it has enabled us to have
a rising number of households, which has been a major factor in why
home building has been so powerful a force in the economy.

So I think this is a very important trade-off question here, and it is
one of the many issues which the war on terrorism has surfaced and
which will have to be confronted by the Congress. There is no easy
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answer because clearly the extent to which you enhance one aspect of the
problem, you create the potential-difficulties for the other.

Representative Sherwood. Thank you.
You said we will know in the next two to four months, if I

understood you correctly, what direction certain things are going to take.
And if I understood you, you said that a lot of the retail sales are coming
now from reducing inventories, and so are you telling us that business
will have to make a decision then whether to replace these inventories.
I wasn't just sure I understood your two to four month comments.

Mr. Greenspan. Well, the point I was trying to make is that when
you are dealing with a situation, as we are today and have been since late
last year, where production has been held down very dramatically by
inventory liquidation - in other words if you think in terms of
consumption as being sort of a level up here, and production being well
below, the difference between the two is obviously the amount of goods
that are being supplied to consumption out of inventories as distinct from
newly produced goods.

But as the level of inventories goes down, clearly it can't go below
zero, and so well before zero it has to slow its rate of decline, which
means that if consumption is stable, production must rise and supply
more of the consumption than it did previously.

And that is the process which we are now going through. As
production continues to rise, and since consumption has been relatively
stable, we are creating a higher level of demand for people so that you are
getting higher incomes, greater employment, more purchasing power,
higher profits. And the question basically is whether all of those forces
cause demand to kick in at a higher level when the initial thrust coming
from the impetus of a reduced rate of inventory liquidation finally
dissipates.

It is like a first-stage rocket carrying you off to a certain point and
then a second-stage rocket essentially carrying you further. We are in the
first-stage rocket, if I may put the analogy in that respect, but we are not
yet at the point where its momentum has petered out enough to where we
can see significant changes. But what we will learn as the months evolve
is whether the increased demand from the increased incomes and profits
being created by the shift from inventory liquidation to zero change in
inventory, whether that shift creates a demand for goods and services
over and above what is currently in place to give us an accelerated pickup
in final demand, as we put it.

That is what our forecast is, that is what tends to be the case in our
history, but until you actually see it, it is still problematic. You are still
not certain. As I say, there is a large degree of uncertainty with respect
to this issue out there.

Representative Sherwood. Thank you.
Representative Saxton. Thank you, Mr. Sherwood.
Mr. Putnam.
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Representative Putnam. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
And welcome, Mr. Greenspan.
Over the course of the past 18 months or so, as we have come

through this recession, the consumer household spending and home
mortgages and auto sales have essentially carried the day. The
consequences of that- and, in fact, the Fed report referred to the frenzied
refinancing of mortgages. But a consequence of that has been a rise in
consumcr or household debt. Is that a concern of yours, and what does
that bode for future abilities or future room for growth in household
spending?

Mr. Greenspan. We have examined that in some detail,
Congressman, and we don't sense a serious problem at this stage. We
don't expect it to get worse, but even now it is not a big problem.

One of the reasons is that a goodly part of the increase in debt is
mortgage debt, and mortgage debt to a very substantial extent is
supported by the market value of houses. And indeed, despite the fact
that there has been a very dramatic increase in mortgage debt, the equities
within homes continues to rise, and this is especially the case for the
lower four-fifths of households calibrated by income, because, as I point
out in my prepared remarks, a goodly part of the debt increase is in the
upper quintile, which is almost a half of overall consumption. So I would
think that while we do see that the debt service levels, that is, the amount
of amortization plus interest as a ratio to income, are up at pretty high
levels, there is a significant capability in most households, especially
those which own homes with equity in them, to employ home equity
loans or, in cases of refinancing, so-called refinancing cashouts where
you take out more cash out of the process. And what that enables a lot
of households to do is pay down their installment debt, their credit card
debt, and indeed they have done so.

Now, clearly there are segments of our society, however, which don't
have large equity positions in homes, and we do see that in some
subprime lending, in both consumer and mortgage lending, delinquencies
have indeed gone up. And we are probably likely to see further erosion
because these types of things tend to lag behind the economy.

And indeed, I should have mentioned earlier with respect to the
discussion of unemployment, there is a tendency for unemployment itself
to be a lagging indicator, which is clearly a factor in which you get
delinquencies and difficulties in household debt carrying into the
recovery period, into its early stages, because it takes time for that
process to work its way through.

But the bottom line is that having looked at this as best we can, we
don't perceive it as a significant impediment to an expansion in consumer
expenditures.

Representative Putnam. A number of private economists have
indicated, as has the government, that IRS refunds are up perhaps as high
as 26 percent over last year. Does this give the consumer some additional
breathing room, and will this have a stimulative effect, as this economist
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from Goldman Sachs predicts, as a high level of tax refunds to increase
personal income levels by as high as three billion a month?

Mr. Greenspan. Well, remember those refunds are only up to a
point, and then they fall off. It is hard to know what people expect with
respect to refunds and when they spend them, but there is no question
that they do have an effect. But clearly as you get to April the 15th, that
begins to peter off, because a good deal of refunds have occurred prior
to the April 15th date. Some of them go beyond, but a goodly part of that
is already in train.

Representative Putnam. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Representative Saxton. Mr. Chairman, we promised we would

finish this hearing in a timely fashion to try to accommodate your
schedule. If you have time, sir, Mr. Corzine has one final question.

Senator Corzine. Mr. Chairman, we were talking earlier about a
certainty and clarity, and one of the things that I think that we have talked
about before in other hearings is change of circumstances should lead or
often leads to change in policy considerations, just as you suggested; that
if we were going to have to have a paydown of the debt and potential
investment by governmental authorities, that would imply one policy
versus one where deficits might impinge on the ability of the economy to
save and have productive growth.

It strikes me that we are not showing the flexibility in fiscal policy
that I think I have heard you endorse with regard to changing
circumstances that might be. We do have a war today, a war on terrorism
that has changed our spending needs, and while there is a need for clarity
with regard to tax policy, I presume there is a need for clarity with regard
to spending on education, special education, or spending on cleaning up
the environment, or spending with respect to - or at least building up of
reserves or potential capacity to pay for our Medicare expenses in future
years, or Social Security for that matter.

So I am curious whether you think we are showing enough flexibility
with regard to our fiscal policy strategies, which certainly wouldn't reflect
how the Federal Reserve has managed monetary policy over a few years.
And clarity is a two-sided coin. It is not just with taxes. I would suppose
it is also with the resources that come with expenditures. I would love to
hear your comments on that.

Mr. Greenspan. In principle there is no question that we have to do
it, and we have to try to do it as best we can. In practice we have very
considerable difficulties.

Senator Corzine. We have to have flexibility in our policies.
Mr. Greenspan. Yes. In practice we have considerable difficulties,

largely because our forecast capabilities are not up as yet to the tasks, and
one of the reasons is that if you are dealing, for example, with a $2 or
$2'/2 trillion budget, and you have receipts and outlays roughly the same,
as you know, very small changes in the balance of these very large
aggregates engender very significant swings in unified budget surpluses
and deficits.
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And I think that you know the fan chart that CBO shows with respect
to its probabilities is a good representation of what their history has been.
And it is not that they are inadequate forecasters, they are pretty good as
far as the profession is concerned, but it is an inherently very difficult
exercise.

And so I think as part of this flexibility question, you have got a very
important question of making judgments of what the probabilities of
various different outlooks are and then making judgments. But that you
have to do it, there is no question. That you have to be flexible, because
events are changing by their nature is no question.

I just merely raise the issue of how good our capabilities are in
implementing policy. Monetary policy is easy in that regard. We only
have to make judgments, technically speaking, 20 minutes in advance
before we can implement a policy. But you obviously cannot do that with
fiscal policy. There are very long leads and lags and very long
projections.

And my impression is that we probably would be wise to spend more
time thinking about this problem because it is going to become a very

-serious issue as the years go on, if for no other reason than one of the
easiest things to forecast is the demographics which are going to hit us,
and I don't get the impression that we yet have the technical capability to
come at this in a manner which is as effective as I think we are going to
eventually need.

Senator Corzine. Could you just comment also, though, on the
clarity of expenditures, investments in education, et cetera, and contrast
- or at least in comparison to clarity, with regard to tax policy?

Mr. Greenspan. Clarity to tax policy, you say. Well, I don't know.
Clarity to me means basically you have a long-term strategy, you know
where you are going, and you have a policy of getting there.

And I think one of the interesting issues that the Congress has to
confront is trying to make judgments as to, let's say for example, an
education policy, which policies work and which don't. And so there is
a diagnosis-of the problem, which I think is still in very significant debate
within the society, and until we come to a conclusion of what works and
what doesn't work, it is hard to get a fiscal policy which embodies that.

So there are important issues here of a conceptual nature that have
got to be resolved. Over the years we have had many such arguments.
We have to a greater or lesser extent resolved them. I think that is
probably one of the things which is a major strength of this country.

Senator Corzine. Thank you.
Representative Saxton. Mr. Chairman, thank you.
Mr. Chairman, you just made reference to fiscal and monetary policy

and its effect on influencing economic growth.
How effective were - how effective were the implementation of

fiscal and monetary policies in 2001 in offsetting the recession, in your
opinion?
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Mr. Greenspan. In the most recent period?
Representative Saxton. Yes.
Mr. Greenspan. Both worked probably better than they usually

work. That is, of necessity, all policy implies a forecast. We like to
pretend that these are mechanical procedures which one can implement
without making forecasts, but that is not factually the way the world
works. And I think, for better or worse, the timing of policies has largely
been, in my judgment, reasonably good in this respect.

Representative Saxton. How well timed were the policy moments
in 2001?

Mr. Greenspan. With respect to? How was it in 2001? I thought
that both tax and monetary policy turned out to be reasonably well
calibrated.

Representative Saxton. Thank you.
One final question with regard to forecasting inflation. It doesn't

appear that - at least from the statistical evidence that we have available
- that there is any real problem with inflation currently, nor does it
appear that there is a problem in the foreseeable future. But given the
current economic situation, what indicators in the coming months would
tend to be the most helpful in evaluating risks of future inflation?

Mr. Greenspan. Well, all of the analysis that we make from the
point of view of a central bank is to endeavor to make those judgments.
You don't look at any individual indicator, because that doesn't really
help you because it keeps changing. You try to understand the process.
You try to understand what are the broad forces, both domestically and
globally, which are making the economy move. One aspect of that
analysis is an evaluation of potentially building inflationary pressure.

So I would not say that there is a single statistic which would tell us
that sufficiently in advance. Obviously, the price indexes themselves are
what we are measuring. But they are very lagging indicators, and you
can't really make useful judgments looking in the rear view mirror, if I
may put it that way.

Representative Saxton. Thank you very much.
Senator Bennett has arrived, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman is on a kind of a tight leash, Senator, so we welcome

your questions, but hope you will keep that in mind.
Senator Bennett. Thank you very much. I will try to abide by that

admonition.
Mr. Chairman, it has been pointed out to me at least one body of

opinion rather necessarily casting it as a fact, but one body of opinion, is
that since the dollar is now the de facto reserve currency of the world, if
not the dominant currency in the world, you are not only the central bank
for the United States, you have become the central banker for the rest of
the world. And I know you didn't sign up for that, but there are many
people who give you that particular responsibility.
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I would like to get your views on the question of world liquidity.
Many people say Japan is in a serious deflation, there is a liquidity crisis
in Europe, and that while we may have statistically enough liquidity in
the economy in the United States, on a worldwide basis there is a
liquidity problem, and that somehow you have to be involved in that.

And while you are pondering that one, I will pose the second and
somewhat related question. As we come out of this recession, we must
face the reality of world overcapacity in a number of industries. Steel is
the most obvious, but there are a number of industries where there is a
significant overcapacity, and, of course, overcapacity tends to dampen
economic recovery when you are coming out of a recession circumstance.

So could you address those two related questions and - the amount
of money available in the.rest of the world, and the impact of that on our
economy, and then thc amount of overcapacity in the rest of the world.

1Mr. Greenspan. -Senator, I am not concerned about the issue of
world liquidity largely because to a very substantial extent the system
creates liquidity as is necessary. The central banks of the world
obviously are crucial at the ultimate level of liquidity creation, and here
one finds very little evidence that there is any particular problem. I mean,
you can look at the European community, there's certainly no difficulty
from a liquidity point of view. I trust there is none in the United States,
nor do I-perceive one in Japan, for example, or elsewhere. One of the
reasons is that markets work to create-

Senator Bennett. If I could just - Japan is in a deflation, isn't it,
from your view; is it not?

Mr. Greenspan. Well, Japan is beginning to show signs of
stabilization as a consequence of the fact that the United States and

*Europe are beginning to firm. So to be sure there has been a very scrious
deflationary problem in Japan, but there are the first inklings that that is
beginning to stabilize.

I don't wish to say that they don't have significant problems, which
they clearly do, but I wouldn't perceive this as a particularly major issue
if the rest of the world is beginning to move.

On the issue of overcapacity, that is a problem, Senator, which I think
we always have one way or the other. And clearly steel has become the
poster child of overcapacity, largely because it tends to become an
industry which many emerging nations perceived as evidence of
industrialization, and we created a very substantial amount of capacity,
some of it quite obsolete and some of it extraordinarily high-cost.

And as you know, Secretary ONeill, who was involved in
endeavoring to, as a private citizen, bring down excess aluminum
reduction plant capacity over the years, is trying to obtain similar sorts of
adjustments in world steel capacity, and I would say that it is important
that he succeed or that - I should put it more generally - that he and his
colleagues who are involved in these discussions make significant
headway, becausc it is important to rationalize the industry.
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Senator Bennett. But overall you think that the overcapacity
problem in the world is not going to dampen our recovery from the
recession?

Mr. Greenspan. I think not. I think that it always does, but not to
a great extent. A more relevant concern is obviously the communications
capacity problem where a goodly part of high-tech investment is being
impeded due to an endeavor to absorb a good deal of the excess which
has been put in place. That will impede the recovery some, but not over
the longer run. We managed to move capital from obsolescent
overcapacity in industries into cutting-edge uses quite effectively.

Senator Bennett. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I recognize that my
time is up.

I would like to pursue with Chairman Greenspan the issue of
data-sharing and the quality of economic statistics. Maybe we can have
that dialogue in another venue. But I know that he is a leader in trying to
get good economic information, and I have an interest in
information-sharing, and we will pursue that at another time when we
don't have the time constraints.
[The written question to Chairman Greenspan from Senator Bennett,
together with the written response appears in the Submissions for the
Record on page 38.]

Representative Saxton. Thank you, Senator Bennett.
Mr. Chairman, we would like to thank you and your staff for being

here with us today. We appreciate it very much. We appreciate your
message also that the foundation seems to have been set for an economic
recovery, and that there are still, however, continuing concerns that we
need to watch very carefully in terms of a number of factors that may
play as a drag on economic performance.

So thank you for being with us. We appreciate it again, and we look
forward to seeing you again in the future. Thank you.

Mr. Greenspan. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Representative Saxton. The hearing is adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 11:35 a.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
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SUBMISSIONS FOR THE RECORD

PREPARED STATEMENT OF
REPRESENTATIVE JIM SAXTON, CHAIRMAN

I am pleased to welcome Chairman Greenspan to testify before the
Joint Economic Committee this morning. We appreciate your appearance
today to discuss monetary policy and the improved economic situation
that has emerged in recent months.

The economy appears to be recovering from the slowdown that began
in the middle of 2000, and turned into a mild recession in March of 2001.
The September 11 terrorist attacks inflicted further economic damage.
Nonetheless, in the last quarter of 2001, real GDP increased 1.7 percent,
with personal consumption spending surging at a 6.1 percent rate.

In addition, manufacturing output has stabilized and appears to be
expanding, home sales have held up well, and large payroll employment
declines have subsided. The liquidation of inventories last year has
established the basis for inventory rebuilding later in 2002. Another
positive aspect of the current outlook is that good productivity growth has
been sustained through the business cycle and appears likely in the
future. Economic forecasts generally anticipate a strengthening of
economic growth during 2002. Leading market price indicators show no
significant threat of inflation in the pipeline.

The recovery has begun, but there are potential weaknesses and
vulnerabilities that could affect the breadth and sustainability of the
economic rebound. As the Federal Reserve has pointed out, the declines
in business profits and investment were important factors in the
recession, and these remain problematic. Despite the improvement in
fourth quarter GDP, investment spending fell sharply. Business and
household debt levels are relatively high by historic standards and could
restrain growth.

In addition, the weakness in the economies of some of our
international trading partners limits overseas markets for U.S. production.
Meanwhile, costs imposed by terrorism, the instability in the Middle
East, and the increase in oil prices provide other potential impediments
to faster U.S. growth. Unfortunately, there are a number of major risks to
the U.S. economic recovery.

Given these risks, the current stance of Federal Reserve monetary
policy seems appropriate. The Federal Reserve wisely has shown restraint
in not tightening monetary policy as the economic rebound consolidates.
With little threat of inflation, there has been no reason for a tightening of
monetary policy by the Federal Reserve.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF
SENATOR JACK REED, VICE CHAIRMAN

Thank you. I want to commend Chairman Saxton for holding this
hearing and to welcome Federal Reserve Chairman Greenspan.

The past year and a half have proven to be quite challenging, both for
economic forecasters and for policymakers. You and your colleagues at
the Federal Reserve began to take aggressive action to head off economic
weakness early last year and ended-up cutting short-term interest rates 11
times over.the course of the year. -You also responded quickly to inject
liquidity into the financial system at the time of the September 11 attacks.
In other words, Chairman Greenspan, I think you have conducted
monetary policy quite reasonably over this period.

I wish we in the Congress had been as wise in our fiscal policy
decisions. In any case, the economy may be on the road to recovery, but
the budget outlook was left in shambles by the tax cut, the recession, and
the terrorist attacks. And, in that order, I might add. The Senate Budget
Committee's analysis of CBO data show that more than 40 percent of the
decline in the baseline of 2002-2011 surpluses since last January is due
to the tax cut and associated debt service costs, with lesser percentages
attributable to weaker economic conditions, increased spending to fight
terrorism, and other technical budget adjustments.

This change in our budget outlook has important implications for our
economy. As you pointed out earlier this year, Chairman Greenspan, the
reduced prospects for paying down our national debt were a factor in
keeping long-term interest rates from falling as much as we might have
expected when the Fed cut short-term rates. And if the experience of the
1980s is any guide, a large tax cut that eats into our national saving will
keep interest rates high and produce an unbalanced expansion with low
rates of investment even as we climb back to full employment.

The consequences of not having surpluses to fund our national
priorities are severe. I am worried, for example that even as the recovery
gets underway, labor markets will remain soft for the most vulnerable in
our society - less skilled and minority workers. Budgetary pressures
have led the President to propose tax cuts in job training programs, which
are precisely the sort of programs we will need to help less-skilled
workers join in the recovery.

So Chairman Greenspan, I am encouraged with how the economy has
been performing recently, at least relative to the discouraging forecasts
we had been seeing. With the economy picking up while inflation
remains moderate, I hope the Federal Reserve can afford to wait before
it begins to unwind its year-long series of rate cuts. I will be interested
in hearing your views on the short-term outlook.

But I am discouraged by the longer-term fiscal outlook. I would be
interested in your views about whether the deterioration of the budget
outlook is a threat to our long-term growth prospects, especially as we
look beyond the current budget window to the years when the retirement
of the baby boom generation will put increasing pressure on the budget.
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I don't think we can just grow our way out of the current budget
situation, but I wonder what you think.

Again, thank you for coming, and I look forward to your testimony.
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I appecliatc the apponrunity to Sppear befor t Joint conorniic Coa-itrtee to discuss

the carumt Stare of the economy.

As we noted in our statemenat following the Fedcral Opan Market Cormmnittee meseting in

Marci, -Me economy. bolIstcd by a marked swing in inveitory invinesiut, is expanding at a

significamnpac. Noeetheless the degree of iringthennginfinald tlnndovercowingquartes

an essential dlearst in sustained sonornic expansion, is still ucrtain.' Little. if anything has

happaled since die FOMC Eni*iug iu Wi=thr diet wment.

This morn ng 1 wousd like to elaborate on somra of the forces that are likely to slhtpe

acivity in the months aihetd

As Ijst noted, the behavior of inventries currently is the driving force in the ner-ten

outlook. Stoiks of goods in marry indusies wur drawn down significantly last year, and

preliminary data euggest that the pace ofliquidation tapd off umakedly in the firSt quarer.

This developrnem Is Important because tho reduction In the rate of inventory liquidation bas

induced a ris in industrial production

Ihe pickup in the growth of activity, however, will be short-livod unless sustained

increases in fittn demad Iick in before the positive effects of inveutory investment dissipate.

We have seen encouraging sigs in reent nsriths tha tuderlying trends in funal demand are

strengthening. but the dirtansions of the ptickup are still ot clear.

A number of croascurrmts r likely to influence houseld spendinsg de year. Through

tnuch of lert year' slowdiwn, housing and consuphson spending held up well and proved to be

a unjor stabiliing force. But because therm was littlei rrnchent during fie cyclical
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downturn, the potential for a significant acceleration in activity in the household sector is likely

to be more lirmited than in past business cyces.

One important source of support to household spending late last year-energy prices-rill

likely be les favorablo in tao months ahea&. With the rise in world crude oil prices since the

middle of January. higher energy costs are again sapping the purchasing power of houseIolds.

To the extent that the increase in energy prices is limited in dimension-with prices not

materially exceeding the trsding range of rcent wceks-tho negative effects on spending in the

aggregate should prove to be small. However, a price hike that drove oil prices well above

exising levels for an appreciable period of time would likely have more far-reaching

consequences.

In assessing the possible effects of higher oil prices, the inherent uncertainty about their

future path is compounded by the limitations of the statistical models available to analyze such

price shocks. When simulated over periods with observed oil prices spikes, these models do nor

show oil prices consistently having been a decisive factor in depressing economic activity. Yet,

coincidence or not, all economic downturns in the United States since 1973, when oil became a

prominent coat factor in business, have been preceded by sharp increases in the price of oil. This

patternt leads one to suspect that the responsiveness of U.S. gross domestic product to energy

prices is far more complecx and may be quite different when households and businesses are

confronted witll abnormal price hikes. 16vlauruwunumesric models typically are specified as

linear relationships, and they reflect average behavior over history. These models cannot

distguish betwen responses to outsized spikes and normal price fluctuations and thus may not

capture the effect of sudden and sizable shifts in oil prices on the economy.
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Another factor likey to damp the growth of crtnser suending in the period aneRld at

least to some extent, is the change in overall household financial positions over the past two

yeats. Household welth rdatvo to income has dropped from a peak mulmpie of about 6.3 t the

end of 1999 to around 5.3 currently. IRconometric evidenee suggests thee wealth is an irportsnt

deteaisnant of spcndig explaining about one-fifth of the total level of consumer outtay.

Indeed, about nine-tenths of the decline in the pessonal saving rate f6om 1995 to 1999 can be

attributed to the rise in the ratio of waldth to income, and the subsequenit decine in that ratio is

doubtess resriaining the growth of eontsumption.

Much ofthe mnovement in household net worth in recent years has been driver. by

changes on the asset side of thhousehold balance shoes But household liabilities have

genraly moved higher as well. Acordingy, the agpgae bousehold debt sevtce buden,

defined as the rasso of households' required debt ptymonts to tbeir disposable peo inome,

rose considaraly in rcent yes. retuniig ltt year to close o it previous cyclical peak of tbc

cid-1980s vwhere it has remained

Neither wealth nor the burdtn of debt is distributed evenly co housod& Hence, the

spending effects of cbrogo in ztsc iniuceces also will not be evenly distribtd For cxnaple,

inceased debt burdens appear disproporionately attributable to higher-income households

Calculations by setff at the FederaJ Raserve suggest that the ratio of household liabilities to

amnut afler- ta inoomc for the top fifth of all households ranked by irnme rose front about 1.1

at the and of 1998 to 1.3 at the end of 2001. The increase for the lower fbur-6fths was not quite

halfas large
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Although hig-inome households should not erperionce much strain in meeting their

debt-service obligations, others might Indeed, repayment difficulties have already increased,

particularly in the subprimo markets for consumer loans and mortgages. Delinquency rates may

well worsen as a delayed result of the strains on household finances over the past two years.

Large erosions, however, do not seem likely, and the overall levels of debt and repayment

delinquencies do not, as of now, appear to pose a major impediment to a moderate expansion of

consumption spending going forward

Although the macroeconomic effects of debt burdens may be limited, we have already

observed significant spending restraint among the top fifth of income easners-who accounted for

around 44 percent oftotal after-tax household income last year-presumably owing to the drop in

equity prices, on net, over the past two years. The effect of the stock market on other

households' spending has been less evident Moderateincome households have a much larger

, proportion of their assets in homes, and the continuing rise in the value of houses has provided

greater support for their net worth. Reflecting these differences in portfolio composition, the net

worth ofthe top fifth of income earners has dropped far more than it did for the remaining

four-fifths over the two-year period.

As a consequence, excluding capital gains and losses from the calculation, as is the

convention in our national income accounts, personal saving for the upper fifth, which had been

negative during I999.and 2000, tucd positive us 2001. By wutnast the avrage saving rate for

the lower four-fifths of households, by income, was generally positive during the second half of

the 1990s and has fluctuated in a narrow range in the past few years Accordingly, most of the

change in consumption expenditures that resulted from the bull stock market and its demise
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rflected sif in spensng by upper-enoma hoboto A I xnotd ed icr. the rentsninin3

effects from the net decline in wealtl during the paut twe years presumably have rnt, as yet, fidly

played out mad could exem somne hutar damping effect on the ovarall growth of housdhold

spending rPSatii to thd ofinoonme

Pehaps most cenral to the outlook for conwsncor spending viTl be developments in the

labor mrker, wnhl has improved some in recent months. The pace of layoffs quiciened last

fLd. especially sRx September I, and the unernploysnant rm ros, sharply. Bun layoffs have

dimi abed noticeably in 2002, aid payrolls grew again in March. In typical cyclical fashion, the

unemployment rae has lqged the pickup in demand :mewhat. but it has remained between

5-1/2 snd 5-3/4 parcent oflate, afer risng rapidly in 2001

Over the longer hal, irCOmes and spending are drivon most importantly by the behavior

of labor productivity And hem the mosf recent readings have been v encourgng.

Typically, labor produtivity declines wh output is cut bac sad businesse are rcluctant to

proportionately reduce their workforcem However, output per hour continued to grow lat year.

Indeed, it rose at an annual rate of 5-1/2 pfctent in the fourth quarter of lsf year and appears to

haveposted othr shap advace u th firt quater. No doubt. snme otthe rect accelraliun

relects normal stnstical noise. More findametally, some of thts pickup pmobabty occurred

because busines e have retained cautious about boosting labor iput in response to the

surpriing s h of densiad iu rert nl~ iuB the mnude of te gains in productivity

over the pt year provides furd evidence of improvement in the underlying pace of stunal

labor productivity This development augurs wail for firms' ability to grant wage inr to

their employees widnut putting upward pressure on pnces
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Tn housing markets, low mortgage interest rates and favorable weather have provided

considerable support to homebtalding in recent months. Moreover, attractive mortgage rates

have bolstered the sales of existing homes and the extraction of capital gains embedded in home

equity that those sales engender. Lowra sahave also encouraged households to take on larger

mortgages when refinancing their homes Drawing on home equity in this manner is a

significant source of finding for consumption and omne modemiztaion. The pace of such

extractions likely dropped along with tho dclinc in refinancing activity that followed the backup

in mortgage rates that began in early November. Mortgage rates have gone back down again in

recent weeks and are at low levels. This should continue to underpin activity in housing but

with perhaps less spillover to consumption more generally.

The ongoing strength in the housing market has raised concerns about the possible

emergence of a bubble in home prices. However, the analogy often made to the building and

bursting of a stock price bubble is imperfect F irst, unlike in the stock market, sales in the teat

estate market incur substantial transactions costs and, when most homes are sold, the seller must

physically move out. Doing so often entails significant financial and emotional costs and is an

obvious impediment to stimulating a bubble through speculatve tradmgin homes. TMs, .while

stock markettunover is more than 100 percent annually, the tusnover of home ownership is less

than 10 percent annually-scarcely tinder for.speculative conflagration. Second, arbitrage

opportunities are much snore limited in housing markets than in securities markets A home in

Portand, Oregon is not a close substitute for a home in Portland, Maine, and the "national'

housing market is better understood as a collection of small, local housing markets. Even if a
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bubble re to develop in a local market, it would not nemssanly have i-nplijstiornct the

nation sa whole

These factors cerainy do notean that bubbles; cannot deveiop in house maskets and

that bome prices cartot decliae: Indeed, home prices fell snificanrly in 6eovral parts of the

counry in dte early 1990s. But because the tumtOver of homes is so much smaller than that of

stocks and because the tnderlying denrand for living space tendt to be revised very gradually,

the speed and xnagnitd of pric risee and declines often obterved in, arkatc for cacirites are

more difficult to creaste in markets for homes.

The tchnsological advances contributing to the gains in productiviy that we have

achieved over the past year should provide uppaort not only to the bousebold sector but also to

the btsitaics sector through a recovery in corporate profits tnd crpital investsoa.X

The retrnchenct in capital spendinr over the past year cnd a half wa central to she

sharp slowing in overall activity. These cutbacks in cai spending interemted with, and were

reinforcd by, falling pfits Md equity prices lndeed.a dlnking feature of tho curer cyclical

episoe rlative to rawy earlier cnes hu been tho virua absnmcea pricing power acro much

of Amorican business, as increasing obiizsiion and deregulation haveb nhanced cotnpeooon

Businss mantagers, with little opportunity to raise prices, have moved aggiesively to stabize

cash flows by trinmintg orkfoos. These elforts have liMimd any rise in unilt cors, attenuated

the pressure on profit margins, end ultimately helped to preserve the vast rmqority of

priveto-sectrjobs. To ie extent that b nesses are u sf in boostng profits sad cash

tlow, capital spending osbuld begin to recover awre notaceably.
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Part of the reduction in pricing power observed in this cycle should be reversed as

firming demand enables businesses to take back large price discounts. Though such an

adjustment would tend to elevate price levels, underlying inflationary cost pressures should

remain contained. A lack of pressures in labor nmakets and increases in producrtivity are holding

labor costs in check, resulting in rising profit margins even with inflation remaining low.

Although eneug-uning companies will experience some profit pressures as recent increases in

spat oil prices become imbedded in contracts, these effects should bo linmitcd unIcss oil prics

increase appreciably further.

To be sure, over time, the current accommodative stance of monetary policy is not likely

to be consistent with maintaining price stability. But prospects for low inflation and inflation

expectations in the period ahead mean that the Federal Reserve should have ample opportunity to

adjust policy to keep inflation pressures contained once sustained, solid, economic expansion is

in view.

Improved profit margins over tune and more assured prospects for rising final demand

would likely be accompanied by a decline in risk premiums from their current elevated levels

toward s more normal range. With real rates of retum on high-tech equipment still vatractive, the

lowering of risk premiums should be an additional spur to new investment. Reports from

businesses around the country suggest that the exploitation of available networking and other

information technologies was only partilly cumpleted when the cyclical retrenchment of the

past year began. Many business managers still hold the view, according to a recent sumrvey of

purchasing managers, that less than half of currtfly available new and, presumably profitable,

supply-chain tecuhologies have been put into use.
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Recn evidence rugge:s that a reovery in at least some forims of high-tech invertens t

is under way. Production of seniconductors, whidh in the past has beent leading indievtor of

oomputer production, turned tip last fall. Expenditures on computers rose at a doublo-dsit

annul rate in real tarms in the fourth quarter. But investrmnt expmnditures in the

communications sector, where overcapacity was substantial. as yet show few sipns of increasing,

and business invesmnrmt in sone other sectors, suh as arcrefl. hit by the drop in air travel, will

presumabty reia r Aek in 2002. On balnce, te recovery dtis year in overall spending on

business fixed inveaionit i5 likely to be gradual.

The U.S. oronomy has displayed a rmrnarkable resilience over the pent six months in the

face of some very gnificant adv ee shock& Bu2 the strength of thf economic exprnsion thtis

underway remains to be claified Sonsc of the forc t have weighed heavily on the

acoonomy ovr thb pen yeur or so have begun to dissipate, but other factor, aui as the sharp

HnIrease in werld oil pries, have arisen that pose new challenges. As a result, the course of final

demand will need to be monitored closely.

Stil, there ca be little doubt thda propecs hae brightened Spanding jr the household

setr has held up well, and some signs of iroprovement are evident in bussness profits and

investment Fiscal policy continucs to provide stnsmlus to aggrBga demand, and nmonetary

policy is curently eonmuodarive. With the growth of productiviy well umiuwitrd arid

infl2tion preesurs lrgely absent, the foundation for ecoroomic expansion has been 2lid.
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April 25, 2002

The Honorable Alan Greenspan
Chairman
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System
Twentieth Street and Constitution Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20551

Dear Chairman Greenspan:

1t was a pleasure to speak with you at the Joint Economic Conmittee hearing ofApril 17, 2002 and to hear your thoughts on monetary policy and the state of the U.S. andworld economies. Since I had only limited time to get your thoughts at the hearing,appreciate the opportunity to follow-up with a few questions that nam be included in therecord.

As I briefly mentioned at the end of the hearing, I believe that opportunities existto improve the quality of the economic statistics that federal agencies collect, process,and disseminate. As you know, these statistics - on production, income, employmentproducti vity, cet. - play an important role, not only in the development of economicpolicy, but also in the decision-making of many businesses and consumers.

It recently came to my attention that statutory constraints might be limiting thequality of economic statistics. As you know, the responsibility for economic statistics isspread across many separate agencies, most notably the Bureau of Economic Analysis(BEA), the Bureau of Labor Statisics (BLS), and the Bureau of the Census. The datagathering efforts of theae agencies sometimes overlap. For example, both the BLS andthe Census collect data about business establishments.

It has been suggested to me that the statistical agencies could realize significantgains - in the quality of their published data, the cost of preparing it, and the burden thatdata collection places on respondents in the private sector - if they could share some oftheir underlying data with each other. Their ability to do so, however, is greatly limitedby statutory barriers that, in emsee prohibit such sharing.

These statutes have a worthy goal - protecting the confidentiality of therespondents who provide information to the government. I have been advised, however,that under reasonable statutory changes, it should be possible to maintain or evenstrengthen the current level of confidentiality while allowing data sharing only forstatistical purposes.
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Chairnan (3reenspan

Given the Federal Rescrvc's prominent role as both a consumer and a producer of
economic staistcs, I wouild appreciate your thoughts on thesc issues. In particular

* Would data sharing among the leading statistical agencies improve the quality of
economic statistics?

* Would data sharing among the leading statistical agencies, sod sny resultant
improvements in ecocomic statistics, assist the Fedeml Reserve in its activities,
such as:

O producing its own economic statistics (e.g., industrial 1wnduc-ion);

o analyzing and understanding bmeds in kcy economic measures, such as output,
erploysent. prices, or prodwtivitW

o conducting monetary policy; and

o sticervisirg and regulating banking institutions?

* Would incrtascd data auring aliong the statistical agencies rdisc any concerns
for the Federal Reserve about respondent confidentiality?

To the extent that you can provide specilic examples in response to any of thcse
questions, that would be very helpful.

Should you have any questions about these inquiics, please do not hesitate to
contest me or Donald Marron (202-224-3922), my Principal Economist at the Joint
Economic Conmitt

Thank you for intrcest and assistance.

Sincerely.

Robert F. Bennett
United States Senator

RFB:dbmn
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BOARD OF 53VERNORS
cF THEFEDlERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

WASHING-.N ,. C. 2OSSI

-May 8, 2002

The Honorable Robert F. Bennett
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator:

Thank you for your letter of April 25 in which you asked for my views on
removing certain statutory barriers to the sharing of business data among the Bureau of
the Census, the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), and the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA). Under a recent proposal. data would be shared for the purpose of updating
statistical sample frames, improving sample coverage, providing consistent classifications
of establishments and companies into industries, and reconciling significant differences
betwee existing data produced by the three agencies.

As I have remarked on many occasions, high quality economic statistics arean important input for decisionmtaking by households, businesses, and policymakers. We
are fortunate that the statistical systems in the United States, both public and private, are
among the best in the world and, indeed, in many respects set the world standard. Rut
even a world standard can be made better.

One important outcome of data sharing would be the coordination of
establishment lists. Currently, the BLS and the Census Bureau maintain separate lists ofestablishments that they use for sampling purposes. These establishment lists are derived
from two different sets of administrative records. The Census Bureau uses tax records,
and the BLS uses records from the unemployment insurance system. In a dynamic
ecnnnmy such as ours, where new establishments are being created every day, the
statistical agencies have a difficult job making sure that the lists used for their sampling
frames provide an up-to-date and complete representation of the current industrial
structure. If legislation allowing the sharing of business data were enacted, die
Census Bureau and the BLS would be able to compare their lists in order to improve
the depth and breadth of their samples. Such improved coverage would help make the
data collected by agencies more representative of the economy and, accordingly, more
reliable.
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The Honorable Robert F. Betmett
Page Two

The estahlixhtnent tiae ?hst bnth Pgmwis maintain inchikfe 2 Mide that
identifies the industry associated with the primary output of the establishment.
These codes are based on the North American Industry Classification System
(NAICS). O=e problem is Otai tho tw lisits iay identify the sme establishment
with different NAICS codes. As a result, for example, the detailed industry data on
shipments from a Census Bureau survey may not cover the same establishments as
the detailed industry data on employment collected by the BLS. To the extent that
these misclassifications occur, detailed industry estimates of productivity will be
in~liti My umderistanding is that problemns of this type do, in fact, exist. Thus,
another benefit of the proposed legislation is that it would allow the statistical
agencies to cross-validate their establishment lists.

Improving the consistency nd reliability of economic information
across statistical agencies would benefit all data users. To illustrate, at the
Federal Reserve we look closely at data such as shipmenits and employment at
the detailed industry level for our economic analysis and as part of our iodustrial
production statistical program. This work would certainly be enhanriced by
improvements in the quality of the underlying source data.

The American statistical sysEcui is at xtretely important national
resource, and I applaud efforts to improve that system.

-
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PAUL S. SARjANES 330mmuEOFME suLOa

WASHiNGrON. DC 21510-2002

Dear Chairman Greenspan,

An article published on Tuesday, April l6e, in the Wall Street Journal reported that, -he U.S.
may not be nearly as big an international debtor as generally thought, because official data
overstate how much it owes to foreignera, a Federal Reserve study has found." Even if this is
correct, it is fair to say that the U.S. external debt is extraordinarily large and growing.

Foreigucrs held $9.4 trillion in U.S. assets as the cud of 2000 (the uBc L [ssieu ufsiuil tdata). At
the same tirne, Americans held $7.2 trillion in assets abroad. That left us with a net asset
position of S2.2 trillion (rnlkce value) -22 percent of ourGDP. Even if the estimates made in
the recent Fed study are correct, the net negative international position was still 16 percent of
GDP and rising rapidly. In 2001, the U.S. ran another deficit of$417 billion in the current
account, probably increasing U.S. external debt by another 4 percent of GDP.

With our imports running 35 percent larger than our exports, our exports must grow 35 percent
faster than our imports just to keep the trade balance fron widening. Trade economists tell us
that, when U.S. income goes up 10 percent, our imports rise about 18 percent, but when income
abroad rises IO percent U.S. exports rise by only about II or 12 percent. The consensus of
economists calls for U.S. growth to osopace foreign growth again this year.

All this points to the almost certain result that the trade deficit will resume going up again this
year after a one year respite because of the recession.

Whether.the official numbers or the Fed researchers numbers are correct about the current level
of-our net asset position,.the ratlo.of our net positIon to GDP. is rising rapidly. How long does the
Federal Reserve expect'the current account to be roughly 4 percent or more of GDP? How much
does the Federal Reserve expect the net asset to GDP ratio to rise over the next 5 years? Over the
next 10 yews? What are the conditions necessary to stabilize this deteriorating situation?

Sinccrely,

Ru g.
Paul S. Sarbanes
Senator
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April 26, 2002

The Honorable Paul S. Sarbanes
United Saes Senate

Washington, D.C. 20510

IDer Se.rnor

I am pleased to enclose my response to the question you sbmitted

following the April 17 hearing before the Joint Economic Commitmee. I have also

forwarded a copy to the Committee for inclusion in the hearing record.

Enclosure
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Chairman Grcenspan submitted the following in response to a wrtten question received
from Senator Sarbanes in connection with the Joint Economic Committee hearing of
April 17. 2002:

Current Account Deficit

An article published on Tuesday, April 1 6 , in the Wall Street Journal reported that, "TheU.S. may not be nearly as big an international debtor as generally thought, because official
data overstate how much it owes foreigners, a Federal Reserve study has found.' Even ifthis is correct, it is fair to say that the U.S. external debt is extraordinarily large and
growing.

Foreigners held $9.4 trillion in U.S. assets at the end of 2000 (the must recent offlclai
data). At the same time, Americans held $7.2 trillion in assets abroad. That left us with anet asset position of $2.2 trillion (market value) - 22 percent of our GDP. Even if theestimates made in the recent Fed study are correct, the net negative international position
was still 16 percent of GDP and rising rapidly. In 2001, the U.S. ran another deficit ofS417 billion in the current account, probably increasing U.S. external debt by another 4
percent of GDP.

With our imports running 35 percent larger than our exports, our exports must grow 35
percent faster than our imports just to keep the trade balance from widening. Trade
economists tell us that, when U.S. income goes up 10 percent, our imports rise about 18percent, but when income abroad rises 10percent U.S. exports rise by oily about 11 or 12percent. The consensus of economists calls for U.S. growth to outpace foreign growthagain this year.

All this points to the almost certain result that the trade deficit will resume going up againthis year atter a one year respite because of the recession.

Whether the official numbers or the Fed researchers numbers are correct about the level ofour net asset position, the ratio of our net position to GDP is rising rapidly. How long
does the Federal Reserve expect the current account to be roughly 4 percent or more of
GDP? How much does the Federal Reserve expect the net asset to GDP ratio to risc over
the next 5 years? Over the next 10 years? What are the conditions necessary to stabilize
this deteriorating situation?

As noted in the question, our imports have exceeded our exports by a growing

amount over the pas: several years resulting in a widening current account defici. Our

ongoing current account deficit is also, by definition, a measure of the portion of our net
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investrent in domestic plant and equipment that is financed with foreign funds, both debt

and erqity. The impressive productivity performance of the U.S. economy during this

period has motivated global investors (both U.S. and foreign) to place their funds

disproportionately in U.S. asets bccause of the expectation of lughci rdurns un these

relsatvely more productive assets. During the past six years, about 40 percent of the total

increase in our capital stock in effect has been financed, on net, by saving frorr abroad

It is difficult to predict how long global investors will cotixae to place their funds

disproposloeately in U.S. assaas. Otte mauot help but be impressed with how well

produtdivity bas held up in the face of the abrupt slowing of the eeormy in late 2000 and

in 2001. While the recovery in spending on business fixed investment is likely to be only

gtdual, if the recent more-favorsble economic developments gather mnomentum,

uncertairniae will diminish, risk premiums will fIl, and the pacc of capital investment

embodying new technologies will increase. To this point, the United States has had little

apparent difficulty in atrracttng funds from abroad. The fact that the foreign exchange

valuc of the dollar has drifted higher, on balince, during the past few years suggests that

incipient net private financial inflows are at least equal to the deficit on the current

account. Private foreign purchases of U.S. securities alone have either met or exceeded

the entire current account deficit during the past three years. In addition, foreign direct

investmnett into the United States has swollen in recent years.

But the current account deficit, as you acknowledge, is also a measure of the

increase in the level of net claims, primarily debt claims, that foreigners have on our

assets. As the stock of such claims grows, an ever-larger fow of interest paymcnis must


